1. NATION ARTICLE IS A VERY LONG, SOMEWHAT INCOHERENT AND VASTLY FANCIFUL ACCOUNT OF THE ADVENTURES OF ONE KHAIBAR KHAN WHICH BEGIN UNDERLINE INTER ALIA END UNDERLINE CHARGES THE ROYAL FAMILY COLLECTIVELY AND SEPARATELY, VARIOUS FORMER AMERICAN AMBASSADORS TO IRAN, AID, CIA, ETC. WITH A SWEEPING RANGE OF MISDEEDS INCLUDING BRIBERY, CORRUPTION AND MISMANAGEMENT. NO ALLEGATION IS MADE HOWEVER THAT THE USG EVER DENIED A VISA TO PRINCESS ASHRAF OR RECOMMENDED THAT SHE NOT BE ADMITTED TO THE UNITED STATES. IT DOES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE RELATING TO THE ALLEGED ARREST OF ASHRAF IN GENEVA: QUOTE AS K.K. CHARGED IN A LETTER TO THE UN WHICH WAS ANNEXED TO HIS AFFIDAVIT, GENEVA POLICE ON NOVEMBER 17, 1960, HAD ARRESTED PRINCESS ASHRAF FOR BEING IN POSSESSION OF TWO SUITCASES CONTAINING SOME $2 MILLION WORTH OF HEROIN. PRINCE MAHMOUD HAD PROTESTED LOUDLY THAT THE BAGS WEREN'T HIS, AND PRINCESS ASHRAF HAD BEEN HELD FOR A TIME: INTERPOL HAD LAUNCHED A BIG INVESTIGATION, AND THE WHOLE THING HAD BEEN SUCH A SCANDAL EVEN TIME HAD TAKEN NOTE OF IT. END QUOTE

2. JOHN ROUSE WILL BE BRINGING A COPY OF THE NATION ARTICLE WITH HIM WHEN HE RETURNS.

3. IN VIEW OF FOREGOING IT WOULD SEEM NEITHER NECESSARY NOR DESIRABLE FOR AMBASSADOR RADJI TO UNDERTAKE TO COME HERE TO REFUTE CHARGES IN AN ARTICLE WHICH IS
PATENTLY RIDICULOUS. YY